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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to take a completely fresh approach to metric gravity, in which the
metric principle is strictly adhered to but its properties in local space-time are derived from conservation
principles, not inferred from a global field equation. The global field strength variation then gains some
flexibility, but only in the regime of very strong fields (2nd-order terms) whose measurement is now being
contemplated. So doing provides a family of similar gravities, differing only in strong fields, which could be
developed into meaningful verification targets for strong fields after the manner in which far-field variations
were used in the 20th century. General Relativity (GR) is shown to be a member of the family and this
is demonstrated by deriving the Schwarzschild metric exactly from a suitable field strength assumption.
The method of doing so is interesting in itself because it involves only one differential equation rather
than the usual four. Exact static symmetric field solutions are also given for one pedagogical alternative
based on potential, and one theoretical alternative based on inertia, and the prospects of experimentally
differentiating these are analyzed. Whether the method overturns the conventional wisdom that GR is
the only metric theory of gravity and that alternatives must introduce additional interactions and fields
is somewhat semantical, depending on whether one views the field strength assumption as a field and
whether the assumption that produces GR is considered unique in some way. It is of course possible to
have other fields, and the local space-time principle can be applied to field gravities which usually are
weak-field approximations having only time dilation, giving them the spatial factor and promoting them
to full metric theories. Though usually pedagogical, some of them are interesting from a quantum gravity
perspective. Cases are noted where mass measurement errors, or distributions of dark matter, can cause one
theory to mimic another implying that such estimates or distributions should be first obtained from weak-
field measurements before being used to discriminate verification candidates. By this method theorists
gain insight into the local constraints on space-time, and GR verification gains strong-field comparative
objectives.

1 Introduction

In typical developments of General Relativity (GR) [1–7] Riemannian geometry and the tensor calculus are assumed.
Then a field equation is postulated heuristically, often though not exclusively starting from Poisson’s equation and
analogy with Newtonian gravity [2–5] but sometimes with unique rationale such as conservation of the source curva-
ture [6]. Often the field equation is justified partly with the observation that it is the simplest possible or even only
one, as for example: “Under certain assumptions about the structure of physical theories, and of the properties of the
gravitational field, General Relativity is the only theory that describes gravity. Alternative theories introduce additional
interactions and fields [8].” This claim originated with Einstein and continues in the modern texts cited. Mass-energy
is coupled only to the metric, and variations, either serious theories or verification models, are developed using fields
which influence the metric. Since alternatives are essentially ad hoc modifications, the process of developing and eval-
uating them usually requires an exhaustive consideration of compatibility with existing data, conservation principles
and successful predictions of the existing well-verified theory. This substantial difficulty now borne separately by each
proposed alternative. While it served well to produce verification targets in the 20th century for astrophysical and
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cosmological distances, at a time when GR was less well verified, there are fewer viable theoretical alternatives for
strong fields. Strong fields could see verification activity in the 21st century. The approach of this paper guarantees all
members of a “family” of theories inherit the same common behavior in weak fields. One needs only scrutinize their
strong-field behavior.

While in some sense we intend a simpler or partial method, we do not want a method based on simplifying
assumptions which are not theoretically valid [9]. This paper presents a “quick-look” or “minimalist” framework based
on a consistency of field strength measurement postulate, implicitly contained in GR and originally developed to
evaluate the relation between inertia and gravity [10]. The framework will be re-developed more formally without excess
reliance on symmetry, extended to dynamic fields, and three examples worked out including the exact Schwarzschild
solution in the GR case. The term “minimalist” refers to a minimal basis of assumptions and results common to all
family members.

One key to rapid formulation is to forego the complete generality of tensors and to use a frame of reference which
permits conservation laws. We take a frame of reference to be coordinates, in most cases asymptotic to the space-time
manifold at some point, in which quantities may be meaningfully compared, as opposed to arbitrary coordinates. We
know from Noether’s theorem these are associated with homogeneous spaces [11], with a uniform time required for
conservation of energy, and uniform spatial intervals required for conservation of momentum. It might seem immaterial
since the gravitational field is active in modifying momentum and energy, but our heuristic for this paper will be to
choose homogeneous observer coordinates while otherwise following the general pattern of metric gravity development.
We will thus be able to make postulates in terms of conservation principles and minimize the confusion of non-intuitive
coordinate systems. For topologies not readily mapped to a homogeneous space there would seem to be two options,
both of which are useful, and they are not mutually exclusive:

1) One can presume coordinate singularities are no more meaningful than in the standard theory. Conservation of
momentum and energy across a singularity in an otherwise conservative homogeneous space is without definition,
since no real physical measurement can be made in finite time.

2) In some cases we can adopt a non-flat but still homogeneous frame of reference. This would work for many
cosmological solutions.

A second goal of this paper will be to see if additional insight emerges, and it appears so.
To begin, we adopt a basis for a metric using coordinates where r = C/2π, which is homogeneous in r. Since this

metric will have no off-diagonal elements its standard form is

ds2 = −dτ2c2 = gttdt2 + grrdr2 + gθθdθ2 + gφφdφ2. (1)

We take (1) and geodesic motion as our geometric gravity postulate. Restricting ourselves to the neighborhood of a
particular point on radial axis r we adopt Cartesian observer coordinates (dt,dr,dy,dz) that are locally homogeneous
in all dimensions by assuming gθθ = r2, gφφ = r2 sin2 θ which are just spherical-to-Cartesian transforms. The problem
for the static symmetric case is to find functions gtt(r,M) and grr(r,M) where M is the source mass, using whatever
postulates we need to replace the heuristic justification of the field equation in GR, remain consistent with the
principle of relativity, and match Newtonian gravity as r → ∞. Once suitable postulates are identified and confirmed,
the spherical symmetry will be loosened and the relation to dynamic and cosmological solutions discussed.

We then re-solve the static field problem, investigating postulates that must be made in lieu of the field equation and
whether any relation between gtt and grr is a coordinate artifact or something of physical interest. This should provide
a model for rapid investigation of other postulates and fields, which we demonstrate with two non-GR examples. In
this way we provide verification targets which are not just based on arbitrary parameters, but on physically meaningful
alternatives, and also provide a framework to aid in developing and evaluating such alternatives.

2 Methods

2.1 Coordinate quantities and frames of reference

Local coordinates at any point xR in the field will be (dτ,dl,dy = r dθ, dz = r sin dφ) where dl is a local spatial
displacement ds aligned with the field acceleration g and radial axis r. This frame of reference which we call RR is
local to a point at radius r. Measurements made near point xR will be subscripted “R” if vector and “r” if scalar,
for example force FR, velocity vR, acceleration aR, and gravitational acceleration gr. Observer coordinates we take
to be with reference to an observer at r → ∞ or at least such distance that time dilation is negligible. The point xR

expressed in observer coordinates is xc associated with (dr,dr,dy = r dθ, dz = r sin θdφ). This frame of reference we
call RC for coordinate observer reference.
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A “c” indicates an “observer coordinate” quantity, but usually we will not write the “c” assuming that un-
subscripted x is always xc. Two cases are not clear unless we write the subscript. The coordinate velocity of light will
be written cc. The second case will be noted later.

Our analysis will avoid relativistic speeds so that it is easy to work with coordinate space-time ratios ρST defined
as follows:

ρST = (ρtt,ρR) =
(

ρtt =
dτ

dt
, ρrr =

dl

dr
, ρyy =

dyr

dy
, ρzz =

dzr

dz

)
=

(√−gtt

c
,
√

grr, 1, 1
)

. (2)

For spherical symmetry we expect ρyy = ρzz = 1 as shown in (2), though not for the general case. Additionally,
we use ς = ρ−1

tt for the “time dilation factor” when we look for the sense of magnitude of potential energy and thus
field strength. One can think of ς as representing field strength.

We have at low velocities the following coordinate transformations for locally measured quantities in RR expressed
in the observer reference RC, which we take to be at robserver → ∞ or at least such distance that time dilation is
negligible (e.g., vr means local at r, not radial velocity, and coordinate velocities at robserver are on the left):

dt = ς dτ,

dl = ρrrdr ⇔ dr = dl/ρrr,

vtransverse = vr-transverse/ς,

atransverse = ar-transverse/ς2,

vradial = vr-radialρrr/ς,

aradial = ar-radialρrr/ς2,

g = grρrr/ς2,

cc-transverse = ctransverse/ς,

cc-radial = cradialρrr/ς. (3)

For a spherically symmetric solution definitions (3) are sufficient. We here introduce a more general vector form
mainly to show how it is possible, using “◦” as the entrywise or Hadamard product (products of corresponding elements
form a vector or matrix of the same dimension), x◦2 as x◦x, and “/” as the entrywise or scalar operation as applicable,
and using dx as a spatial vector:

dxR = dx ◦ ρR ⇔ dx = dxR/ρR,

v = vr ◦ ρR/ς,

cc = c ◦ ρR/ς,

a = ar ◦ ρR/ς2. (4)

2.2 Conservation of proper momentum (CPM) postulate

To get the transformation of a force transferred between two points, and two frames of reference, we need to make a
postulate. This postulate will relate locally measured momentum (near the reference frame origin) in the two frames
of reference RR and RC. The momentum will be transferred from one location to another by a tether or rod or lever
according to what action is needed (pull or push, radial or transverse). No mass falls through the field, and local
proper units are the same at each end, so we postulate that this momentum as locally measured is conserved.

Let a force be a series of momentum impulses. Note that F = d(mv)/dt works as well for a time series of discrete
mv impulses as for continuous force. The effect of this assumption is that there are more momentum impulses per unit
time on the bottom end of the rod-tether-lever by the amount of the time dilation factor, so that

Fr = mar = ςF

F = mar/ς = maς2/ςρR = maς/ρR. (5)

A thought experiment for transferring momentum is shown in fig. 1. Any tethers or levers used are compliant as
required by relativity, and may flex or may delay the momentum, but are assumed to accomplish lossless transfer of
a proper length or a conserved momentum impulse (for the lever depending on fulcrum placement).

In other words, objects on a tether feel heavier at the bottom than the top because of the metric temporal factor.
We assume that rest mass in the object (proper) frame is constant mr = m and define a new quantity, coordinate
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Fig. 1. Transfer of momentum in a gravitational field.

inertia mc (the second case in which “c” must be written for clarity), to represent the apparent inertia the distant
observer feels when tugging on an object at r and comparing force to coordinate distances in the frame RC:

F = mca = (mς/ρR)a = mar/ς. (6)

The reader is cautioned against comparing the force felt at the top in RC with the length of fulcrum or tether
displacement, as the latter is a proper length referred from RR. Measurement of coordinate lengths from RR in the
frame RC can only be inferred from coordinate definitions, in this case from r = C/2π.

Equation (6) is isotropic with respect to local acceleration at r but anisotropic with respect to coordinate accel-
eration because that depends on the spatial factor ρR, and so is consistent both with experimental evidence for the
isotropy of inertia in atomic oscillators and yet a kind of anisotropy as well [12]. However, if we connect the top and
bottom with a tether which by definition spools out the same proper length on each end, then we can define tether
lengths, velocity, acceleration and force at the top (observer coordinate frame r → ∞, implicit when no subscript)
which are independent of ρR and therefore isotropic (and in the radial case are different than coordinate quantities)
by omission of the ρR factor. We then have the tether relations in (7). Scalars are shown, because direction is arbitrary
depending on the tether. The subscript tether indicates actual measurement at the top based on proper tether lengths,
as opposed to a coordinate quantity. However, due to the conservation of proper momentum postulate Ftether = F .

dltether = dlr

vtether = vr/ς

atether = ar/ς2

Ftether = Frς. (7)

2.3 Consistency of field strength measurement (CFS) postulate

Suppose we measure the strength of the field at r using a massless tether attached to a point mass m and letting
it spool out freely (we have a large spool of inertia-less tether and it is withdrawn without resistance), noting the
acceleration at the top is gtether = gr/ς2 from the acceleration relation in (7).

Now we make a second experiment in which a force is applied to the tether to exactly counter any acceleration.
The tether force according to (8) is also a measure of field strength:

F = mgς/ρR = mgς/ρrr = mg/ρttρrr. (8)
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By postulate, we require these two measures to be equivalent, or to vary in proportion to each other F ∝ g. For
example, if one is constant over an interval the other is also, and so forth. One may think of this in terms of equivalence.
Suppose a mass is dragged on a tether behind a rocket in constant acceleration g. If the tether has no mass itself,
this postulate asserts that the inertia felt by the rocket is the same no matter the tether length. So it is physically
reasonable. Since m is a constant, and we have supposed g constant, the only way that is going to happen is if

ρrr ∝ ρ−1
tt ⇔ krς = ρttρrr ⇔ ρrr = krςς. (9)

For a century (9) has been thought to be an artifact of coordinate choice. That the force on a tether is independent of
the length of a massless tether can be measured locally, and is not dependent on coordinate choice. Working backward
from Schwarzschild-GR, the force relation (6) can be found which is sufficient to imply that the CFS postulate holds
in static symmetric GR. It is a physical principle, not a coordinate artifact.

However, it is a property of the local structure of space-time, not the global variation of field strength. Therefore
it is still correct to say that GR cannot be deduced from equivalence alone, even with the consistency of field strength
measurement (CFS). The significance of our approach is that by not postulating a field equation all at once, we can
draw some separate conclusions about the local structure of space-time, and propose a family of theories (a framework)
which includes GR and arbitrarily nearby theories. The CFS postulate can also be separately an object of empirical
verification, upon which the entire family stands or falls.

2.4 CFS postulate in dynamic and spatially varying fields

We cannot immediately claim the CFS postulate over large distances in dynamic situations because the length of the
tether affects the timing of the reflected tension transmitting the acceleration impulse and the return inertia retarding
impulse. Also the trailing mass might literally bounce forward if the tether is stiff and the rocket makes a sudden
acceleration impulse, providing up to a double inertial retarding impulse. But there might not be any response to the
next acceleration impulse (depending on magnitude) due to tether slack. So we will claim that if there is a stable
average value of acceleration, then the stable average value of the inertia of the mass felt at the rocket will not depend
on tether length and the CFS postulate will then hold.

Further, if the stress propagation time along the tether is small compared to the rate of change of acceleration,
then we can claim the CFS postulate approximately by noting the situation is quasi-static. In the limit as the tether
length approaches zero, the CFS postulate is exactly true even in dynamic situations.

The rocket-and-mass equivalence analysis has another limitation that we will remove in like manner. It models
only constant field strength. In the limit as tether length becomes arbitrarily small in comparison to distances over
which field strength varies, the CFS postulate becomes true for spatially varying fields. The two together indicate
that CFS is a property of local space-time for non-singular analytic field functions. In retrospect, it seems that these
same limitations would apply to any Equivalence Principle basis for the formulation of gravity. It appears our method
suffers no particular theoretical disadvantage with respect to the normal derivation of GR.

2.5 Locally conserved space-time

If we confine ourselves to a sufficiently small differential volume such that there is an approximately uniform acceler-
ation, the effect on the spatial ratios pR = (ρrr, ρyyρzz) accumulates along one direction at a time, the direction of
the gravitational acceleration ĝ. Define a product of all space and time ratios in space free of gravitational fields at
r → ∞ as

kST = krςρxxρyy = ρttρrrρxxρyy. (10)

The constant kST is a ratio of differential space-time volumes. If temporal units are longer, then length units must
be shorter and vice versa. We have no way of knowing the spatial units’ absolute value, or the ratio between any
three orthogonal directions of ρR at a point in space even if free of gravitational fields, for the same reason that a free
falling local observer in a gravitational field, confined to his local space, cannot tell that it is deformed. We can only
measure coordinate ratios between points in space, and even that only indirectly such as by light bending, since we
inherently cannot compare a measuring rod in one place or orientation to a measuring rod in another without moving
or turning it.

This result appears as an intermediate step in some derivations of the Schwarzschild solution, but because the
coordinates there are arbitrary it is not clear that it is a conservation principle. However, it seems clear from our
derivation.
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Fig. 2. Applying consistency of field strength measurement in expanding space-time.

2.6 Time-varying and cosmological fields

It is possible to imagine a time-varying field with approximately no acceleration component, as for example a small
region between two approaching or receding masses and transverse to the axis between them. Our analysis shows no
associated spatial distortions if there is no acceleration since in (5) we have a = 0.

For a symmetric cosmological expansion or contraction there is no variation in the spatial field for local masses.
For a pair of objects at sufficient distance that they are not gravitationally bound, we expect to find a component of
acceleration due to the expansion or contraction. But from the point of view of either of them, the local acceleration
is still zero. Consider A, B and C in fig. 2 separated by a common proper distance δ at a point in the time frame
of co-moving observers. It is usual to characterize the expansion as a mutual recession velocity of all three along the
lines between them. But as δ increases the recession velocity also increases since it is a function of δ by virtue of the
Hubble constant. So there is a small acceleration of B with respect to A: gA(B), and so forth for each pair of points,
and from each point of view.

We can imagine a series of thought experiments in which from each point we let out an ideal tether and measure the
“field strength” associated with the acceleration at each other point. Comparing a freely spooling tether with slightly
increasing velocity indicated by gA(B) etc. with the force on a tether restrictively spooled at a constant velocity (no
acceleration, but a constant velocity of the initial recession velocity as it is the goal only to measure force associated
with the acceleration), we can apply consistency of field strength measurement (9) and determine that locally about B
in A’s coordinates, in proportion to the increasing time dilation (ordinarily described as red shift) as B recedes, there
is a spatial expansion along the axis between A and B, and so forth for each pair of points and each viewpoint.

The implication then is that the local structure requirements on space-time do not change the a priori curvature
because all the δ’s change together. Therefore curvature must be due to global effects of particular theories and outside
the scope of our framework. In this context we notice that the framework is relative to whatever structure of space-time
exists a priori, a relative change due to acceleration associated with local masses.

Is expanding 3-space in conflict with the conservation of space-time principle? The frame of co-moving observers
is not strictly homogeneous as it expands or contracts with time, so cannot be used directly. The acceleration of B
with respect to A in one particular direction implies that in A’s coordinates the space at B is distorted only along
that direction, not transverse to it, and so conserved space-time may still apply as written in (10). Put another way, A
could attribute recession of B and C from A to relativistic effects, but attribute increasing distance between B and C
merely to their being farther away from A with a fixed angular separation (in a nearly flat space). But B and C would
then attribute their mutual recession to relativistic effects and each of them view the other pair in ordinary recession.

An alternate analysis would be to use a composition of multiple frames of reference. Let B′ and C′ be tethered
observers at a fixed proper distance from A in the direction of B and C, respectively. A may infer transverse spatial
changes about C′ by using observations from B′. But by the time these reach A, the red shift is compounded. Figure 2
shows only a 2-D representation of 3-D space, but in actual 3-space a fourth point D′ would be needed to establish
gravitation induced expansion in all three spatial dimensions, and it would require an additional level of composition
of reference frames to establish expansion in 3 spatial dimensions concurrently. So the thus-composed time dilation
would be tripled, and conservation of space-time would be satisfied.

Another point of interest is that by this method, if the acceleration remains constant at some fixed point such as B′,
then space there is not expanding, but statically expanded. As these questions involve global field strength, specifically
excluded from our strong-field framework, we will leave further exploration of many interesting cosmological questions
to future work, and the remainder of our analysis will be static.
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2.7 Energy relations to the coefficients

We have a relation for energy at the top and the spatial coefficient using (3) and the definition of work:

dE = F dl = Fρrrdr ⇒ dE

dr
= Fρrr. (11)

There are several ways of getting a relation to the time coefficient. The easiest one is to admit the Planck relation
E = hf and observe that frequency is the inverse of time, so E = hf = hfr/ς = mc2/ς. Taking the derivative with
respect to r:

dE

dr
=

d
dr

[mc2/ς] =
−mc2

ς2

dς

dr
. (12)

3 Results (exact static symmetric “Schwarzschild” solution)

The validity of the framework will be demonstrated by solving for a static, symmetric gravitational field. To find the
exact Schwarzschild coefficients we need to know how the field varies globally. As with the texts referenced above, this
has to be a guess, but one which is compatible with Newtonian gravity and has an appealing physical basis. In the
author’s opinion, too much has been made out of “the simplest” or “the only” possible equation, but it works well
enough to assume Gauss’ law regarding the conservation of the force density over enclosing surfaces which gives the
usual Newtonian force law in terms of the coordinate radius:

F = GmM/r2. (13)

Using (9) and (13) in (11) and setting it equal to (12) gives the differential equation

krςς
GmM

r2
=

−mc2

ς2

dς

dr
⇔ dς

dr
=

−GMkrς

c2
ς3 1

r2
. (14)

Using an online differential equation solver1 we have

ς =
(

r

(−2GMkrς/c2)(1 − k1r)

)1/2

. (15)

To match Newton at large r let krς = 1 and integration constant k1 = c2/2GMkrς

ς =
(

r

(−2GM/c2)(1 − c2r/2GM)
1/r

1/r

)1/2

= (1 − 2GM/c2r)−1/2 = ρrr = ρ−1
tt . (16)

Substituting (16) into (1) using the definitions (2) gives the exact Schwarzschild metric.

4 Discussion

4.1 Evaluation of the method

We have followed the spirit of the GR-Schwarzschild approach in important respects, restricting the choice of coordi-
nates only so that conservation principles are easy to apply and easy to notice. Our coordinate relations were a crude
analog of tensors suitable for simple problems. We used differential geometry but not all the flexibility it provides.
Our field strength postulate is similar to the heuristic basis of many treatments. The spherically symmetric restriction
yields an ordinary differential equation instead of a set of differential equations.

Finally we arrive at the exact Schwarzschild metric without any overly simple shortcuts. The differential equa-
tion (14) is sufficiently complex to introduce new order terms [9].

The use of the coordinate quantity approach has not been studied analytically to the degree tensors have, but
lends itself to numerical methods and its computation of light bending has been verified to 2nd order [13].

1 www.symbolab.com/solver/ordinary-differential-equation-calculator/.
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4.2 Implications of the method for theory development

It seems odd to the author that we are told to give up the notion of gravity as a force in favor of a geometric theory,
then in looking for a justification for the overall field strength to be told “The starting point must be Newton’s inverse
square . . . expressed in differential form as Poisson’s equation” ([2], p. 221, emphasis Rindler’s), and finally to have to
use literally the force relation (13) to solve for the critical coefficient that explains so much. Nor is this just a quirk of
our minimalist method since 4 of 6 textbooks surveyed heuristically derived the field equation from Poisson’s equation.
In fact our method provides a quick way to evaluate the feasibility of an alternative gravity. Two examples follow.

The new framework makes it possible to postulate a field according to its effect on time (dilation), or energy which
by the Planck relation is related to time, and the principle of locally conserved space-time (10) guarantees that the
appropriate spatial effect will arise. How many theories have been relegated to the dust bin because they failed to
progress beyond “weak fields”? However, that primarily is an advantage for “quick look” analysis. In the long run it
does not alleviate the necessity of eventually finding the linkage to space and explaining the conservation law. (Since
GR is not a constructive theory but a principled one it is largely pardoned from explaining itself.)

To keep things simple we begin with either a hypothetical or existing field Φ which is in some kind of stress ΦS

that obeys Gauss’ Law
∮

∂V
ΦSdA = kΦ and the Poisson equation 	·ΦS = kΦμ where μ is source mass-energy density.

But for the examples we stipulate two things. First that Φ is not the space-time field. That is already satisfactorily
worked out and indeed the Einstein field equation is likely the simplest variant. However, Φ can be directly related to
space-time, like a coupled field, but the field equation is for Φ not space-time. Second, that the stress ΦS not be force
or acceleration per se, but some as yet unspecified stress in a quantum field that will give rise to such classical notions
through coordinates and measurement. The intent is to demonstrate any variation other than (13) but to retain the
calibration of Newtonian gravity at normal radii and expect differences only at very great field strength.

We assert that some path integral
∫ r

∞ ΦSdr represents the classical quantity of interest, and we will consider both
energy E and coordinate inertia mc as the development is similar but the results differ in an interesting way.

4.3 Alternative gravity example 1: energy-field gravity (potential)

If a field imparts some kind of energy to objects or takes it from them (e.g., potential energy), then this could produce
gravitational motion (consider a Hamiltonian or Lagrangian formulation). For E we take the rest energy at infinity
and the usual potential energy formulation which is negative, dividing by m so that it becomes an operator potential
applicable to any mass:

E

m
=

hf

m
c2 − GM

r
. (17)

Since time is the inverse of frequency dτ ∝ f−1 we already can form the time coefficient for the energy approach:

dτ/dt = (1 − GM/c2r). (18)

The well-known approximation (1−GM/c2r) ≈ (1−2GM/c2r)1/2 allows us to quickly assess that we have behavior
similar to GR but with the radius of the event horizon half as large at GM/c2. As far as the author knows, we have no
observational data which could distinguish the two cases since the masses of neutron star and black hole binaries are
usually not known much better than a factor of two in the limited gravitational wave data [14, 15], and such objects
are too far away and often too obscured for accurate observations of something like light bending [13]. We call this
energy formulation “potential” gravity. However formulating the field this way leads back to force as the ΦS field,
which when Gauss/Poisson is applied leads somewhat more logically to GR, and so unless a different and credible ΦS

is found the exercise has illustrative value mainly.

4.4 Alternative gravity example 2: relative-inertia-field gravity (proximity)

Inertia fields, on the other hand, are the subject of intense theoretical development in at least two directions. The
Higgs field technically has no deep connection to gravity as it only reapportions energy as rest mass [16, 17]. But the
vacuum-reaction hypothesis [18] has been recognized by its authors as gravity related, and developed as a typical
weak-field gravity [19], labeled “pedagogical” probably because it lacks the spatial component which our framework
can provide.

For this example we formulate inertia not as proper rest mass, but as our coordinate inertia mc, the effective
resistance to motion as inferred by remote observers in their coordinates. Since this resistance increases with time
dilation, instead of negative potential as in (17) we have increasing coordinate inertia. We add the potential and divide
by c2 to obtain inertia-mass units, giving the relative coordinate inertia:

mc

m
=

m

m
+

GM

rc2
= (1 + GM/rc2). (19)
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Note that the coordinate inertia mc is not to be confused with energy, and cannot be used to compose the energy of
a system as the sum of its parts. That would have been appropriate with the potential method above. The coordinate
inertia is only an indication of resistance to motion which some remote observer may see, and only for motion relative
to the mass M .

With dτ ∝ mc the metric time ratio has the above factor (19) in the denominator:

dτ/dt = (1 + GM/c2r)−1. (20)

A similar approximation holds, and while the event horizon radius is zero, it is still likely the above comments
about observations to date hold since direct observations do not come from beyond or even at the horizon, but from
in-falling matter. The unique “additive” nature of this variant makes a known approximation of Mach’s Principle into
an exact one [20]. We therefore will call this variant “proximity” gravity, and note that the yet-to-be-discovered ΦS

spin-2 field would not be force as the sign is wrong. From a philosophical view, this notion is more consistent with
gravity not being a force. The Poisson/Gauss conserved ΦS tension would be a stress that causes the spatial changes,
perhaps stochastically via the decay of spin alignment (coherence) in expanding volumetric shells, giving the correct
Newtonian limit. Some novel spin architectures other than simply a new spin-2 boson have been suggested but not
developed [10].

5 Verification

There are two separate issues. The first and main issue is distinguishing among members of the family, which could
in principle be arbitrarily close. We will parameterize this below. The Parameterized Post-Newtonian Approximation
(PPN) [21] is the gold standard for comparing and verifying metric gravity theories and is general enough to handle any
of the cases we have mentioned. However it is quite complex and most of the work to date has used it for astrophysical
and cosmological problems that do not involve the strong-field situations which constitute the differences in members of
our framework. Here we will propose a single-parameter criterion to distinguish members of our minimalist strong-field
framework.

The second issue is verification of the “minimalist” framework itself.
The approach guarantees that in weak fields family members behave in the same manner as GR because the weak-

field approximations are identical. Experimental data validated to high order in v/c using linearized GR [22] as in the
case for gravitational wave detections, is still limited by the weak-field character of its linearized GR basis. Also note
that at present the source masses and initial orbits have large uncertainties [23,24], and as we will see in this section,
one family member might mimic another quite well if the source masses are are not well known. We will attempt
to quantify those effects. There has to date been no dynamical study (that the author can find) which compares,
for example, a GR black hole absorption and ring-down with one of the alternatives in which the object masses are
slightly different in a way that might produce a similar ring-down characteristic from a different strong field. Limits
on PPN coefficients are usually not given in experimental papers. Here we try to give some verification rules-of-thumb
consistent with our “quick-look” evaluation philosophy.

The discussion here addresses only strong fields. There are important verification issues in GR which are still
outstanding but not addressed as strong-field issues, for example the Lens-Thirring effect. This has been measured
near Earth to an accuracy of 19% [25–27]. However, the magnitude is much less than other factors in attempts to
measure 2nd order effects [14,15] and so we do not consider it. Lense-Thirring is based on a linearization and analogy
to electromagnetism which is true for any metric theory [26], and so the weak-field effects would be expected to be
indistinguishable for members of the framework.

5.1 Single-parameter approximation for framework members

The two alternatives plus Schwarzschild just happen to fit in a framework based on the single parameter n, defined
as follows (and illustrated as plots of ς in fig. 3):

ς = (1 + nGM/rc2)1/n

n = −2 ⇒ Schwarzschild-GR
n = −1 ⇒ potential-gravity
n = 1 ⇒ proximity-gravity. (21)
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Fig. 3. Field strength comparison of framework members.

Fig. 4. Light bending near a 1.4 solar mass neutron star for three framework members.

5.2 Optical test possibilities

Figure 4 gives a plot of light bending angles for a 1.4 solar mass neutron star with a 12 kilometer radius, plotted for
nearest approach radii of 12 to 32 km, for n = −2, n = −1, n = 1 done with a numerical method [13], compared with
the analytic 1st-order GR approximation.

It is apparent that the n = 1 case bending is just slightly more than 1st-order GR, while the full (all-order)
GR bending is about 2/3 greater within a kilometer or two of the star. While it would be difficult to ascertain all
parameters in such a case, it appears that the shape of the bending curve as a function of the closest approach
of the light ray might be used as a discriminator even in the presence of a good bit of measurement uncertainty.
Resolution of a few kilometers at exosolar distances is not currently possible. Even using a space mission to 550 AU
to take advantage of the sun as a gravitational lens, resolution of a 12 meter dish of the order of a millionth of an
arc second [28] amounts to 2 kilometers at a light year, and most neutron stars are hundreds of light years distant,
implying interferometry techniques over a kilometer or more would be required. With the capability of interferometry
approaching the microarcsecond range [29], the required resolution might be obtained to a range beyond 1000 light
years.

The more immediate strong-field data will be gravitational wave data, which has the difficulties previously discussed.
Disambiguation of source mass and field strength may be possible for specific theories, or under the assumption that
framework members behave dynamically like GR, but that is piling on a lot of assumptions.

5.3 Precession tests and dark matter distributions

It has recently been suggested that precession in orbits of stars as close as 140 astronomical units (AU) to the
supermassive black hole at the Galactic Center may be useful as a strong-field test [30]. The mass is thought to be 4
million solar masses. But still the field strength is about 2.5 times weaker than in the neutron star example used for
light bending, implying that the shape of data curves will not be able to distinguish theories and overcome various
data uncertainties. Figure 5 shows relative precession comparisons (neglecting spin) as percent deviation from GR.
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Fig. 5. Relative precession for three framework members near Galactic Center.

Fig. 6. Mass distribution required for GR to mimic proximity gravity.

There is only a 0.15 to 0.5 percent difference for framework members at a periapsis corresponding to core star S0-2.
That the curve shapes are not an adequate discriminator is illustrated by including a plot for GR precession with only
70% of the expected central mass (only 15 years ago that was approximately the mass estimate in use), which almost
exactly overlays the potential gravity framework member.

The issue of dark matter distribution around the core has been raised [31] limiting the accuracy of tests below
significance thresholds at this time [25, 32–35]. If a significant fraction of the dark matter were within the orbit, this
would affect the result. Any framework member may mimic a weaker framework member if a specific distribution of
mass exists outside the black hole. In fig. 6 we calculate the mass distribution for GR to mimic proximity gravity. The
total central mass is M0, but the collapsed amount is half that. The parameter M is the amount of mass (collapsed
plus distributed) enclosed at radius r.

The expected GR field strength based on the total mass being collapsed, the upper solid line, would not be seen.
Instead, the dotted line would be seen. We have a choice of explanations, a different strength of gravity, a dark
matter distribution, or perhaps some new force. This situation could be differentiated if the mass distribution could be
determined using only weak-field gravity (which does not seem likely) or another method (not likely in the case of non-
interactive dark matter), or if the actual location of the event horizon could be inferred, perhaps from measurements
inside what would have been the horizon of an object of mass M , though even this does not pin down all ambiguity.

5.4 Is the locally conserved space-time principle verifiable?

The simplest though certainly not the only way to proceed is to split our 1-factor framework approximation into
separate temporal (n) and spatial (w) parameters:

ς = ρ−1
tt = (1 + nGM/rc2)1/n,

ρrr = krς(1 + wGM/rc2)1/w. (22)
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The krς is the part which is a function of coordinates, a constant in the case of Schwarzschild, and the locally
conserved space-time principle (10) is true if and only if krς = ρrrρtt = ρrrς

−1 ⇔ n = w.
Notice that a great deal of testing of the conservative space-time principle has been done, starting with Eddington.

If light had not been “double bent” by gravity that would correspond to w → ∞ taking the spatial factor out of
play. Most weak-field gravities that have only time dilation can be described as w → ∞. Solar light bending is 1750.4
milliarcseconds with an experimental uncertainty of 0.03milliarcseconds [36]. The second-order component of solar
light bending is approximately 0.006milliarcseconds [13], or 1/5th as large as the current experimental capability.
The European Space Agency GAIA mission launched in 2013 has the potential, by measuring billions of stars to
20th magnitude, to reduce the error to the order of 0.001milliarcseconds, which would seem adequate, but there are
still two problems. First, if instead of w → ∞ we have some value closer to n, then the problem is harder. Second,
using optical means, distinguishing two framework members n = 1 and n = −2 is essentially the same problem as
distinguishing w = 1 and n = −2. So that means we have to distinguish in a given set of data whether we have
detected a conservative space-time principle violation, or merely that gravity is a different member of the framework
than expected. This could be determined by an independent measure of field strength, such as time dilation, if
sufficiently accurate data is available.

6 Conclusion

The first result of this paper’s approach is that the local structure of space-time is found to be a fundamental
consequence of conservation principles, and not merely a coordinate artifact. This result is limited to space-time
regions not hidden behind coordinate singularities, which is not a serious limitations as such singularities prevent
experiments of most kinds, including those concerned with conservation principles. Should a wormhole be demonstrated
traversable by energy or information without a singularity boundary, and without the “no-communication” limitation
of entanglement, then obviously this result would need revisiting. The two postulates leading to this result are the
conservation of proper momentum and consistency of field strength postulates.

The second result of the approach is that static symmetric solutions for global field postulates are relatively easy
to work out, without needing a full development. This is demonstrated by finding a global field strength postulate
corresponding to GR and finding the exact Schwarzschild solution from it, using only one differential equation along the
way. It is apparent the other components of the usual Schwarzschild method in GR are necessary to work out the local
space-time structure. The flexibility of the traditional development, while providing advantages in practical situations,
obscures what results are coordinate artifacts and what are genuine results. Further examples of two other field strength
postulates are provided which are even simpler, one of which, potential gravity, is mainly a historical pedagogical
example, and the other of which, gravity from inertia, illustrates a variation of theoretical interest. Although, as it
differs from GR by almost the greatest amount allowed in our “family” of metric gravities, it may be the first to fall
as more accurate measurements of strong fields become available.

And the third result of the approach is exactly that, theoretically interesting verification targets of varying degrees
of closeness to GR, which by conception already meet all weak-field empirical data already obtained.

Fourthly the conservation of proper momentum and consistency of field strength postulates can simplify the process
of developing and evaluating complete metric or metric-like field theories because the spatial metric arises from the
temporal one through conservation principles. This avoids the problem of various field gravities only being applicable
to weak fields which some alternative developments encounter.

The fact that in potential and inertia gravity a static solution may be found without solving a differential equation
suggests that there may be a class of theories that can have fewer internal dependencies than GR, which is so far
unstable in quantum formulations, which might have implications for quantum field theories of gravity. This is one
area for possible future investigation. A systematic way of deriving full tensor field equations and wave equations
corresponding to a particular field strength postulate is another.
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